It is shown for a model system consisting of spherical particles confined in cylindrical pores that the first ten close-packed phases are in one-to-one correspondence with the first ten ways of folding a triangular lattice, each being characterized by a roll-up vector like the single-walled carbon nanotube. Phase diagrams in pressure-diameter and temperature-diameter planes are obtained by inherent-structure calculation and molecular dynamics simulation. The phase boundaries dividing two adjacent phases are infinitely sharp in the low-temperature limit but are blurred as temperature is increased. Existence of such phase boundaries explains rich, diameter-sensitive phase behavior unique for cylindrically confined systems. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2172592͔
Packing problems in various dimensions are not only of great interest in mathematics and basic science but also are highly relevant to material engineering as crystal structure is key in determining material properties. Computational studies have proved essential to make progress in this subject too. [1] [2] [3] Pickett et al. 3 showed that close-packed hard spheres in a cylinder take several chiral and achiral structures as the cylinder diameter is varied. Hodak and Girifalco 4 then demonstrated that a model system of C 60 molecules in carbon nanotubes ͑soft spheres in a cylinder͒ also exhibits various ordered phases including those found for the hard-sphere system. Subsequently experimental evidences were reported that C 60 molecules form some of the predicted structures when packed in boron nitride nanotubes 5 and carbon nanotubes. 6 These results for different systems imply generic phase behavior of spherical particles in cylindrical cavities; however, our knowledge on possible phases is yet fragmentary, no explanation is given as to why in such order these chiral and achiral structures appear, and phase transformations among them is little explored. Main purposes of this communication are first to show all the possible solid phases of soft spheres in a cylindrical pore whose effective dimensionless diameter ͑defined below͒ is less than 3, and then to predict and account for the phase behavior of cylindrically confined materials under various conditions by obtaining phase diagrams in the pressure-diameter and temperaturediameter planes.
We study a system consisting of Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ particles confined in a cylindrical tube. The LJ size and energy parameters are taken to be those for argon: = 3.4 Å and ⑀ / k = 120 K with k being Boltzmann's constant. Each LJ particle interacts with the inner surface of the tube by a potential function only of the distance of the particle from the tube axis: The function is of the form obtained by integrating an LJ 12-6 potential over the cylindrical surface, where the LJ parameters are those for the argon-carbon interaction: ͑ + C ͒ / 2 and ͱ ⑀⑀ C with C = 3.4 Å and ⑀ C / k = 28.0 K 9 and the area density of the surface is equal to that of carbon atoms in the single-walled carbon nanotube ͑SWCN͒. 7, 8 The periodic boundary condition in the axial direction is not employed for the present system because it imposes translational periodicity on nonperiodic chiral solid phases; instead, smooth walls are placed at both ends of the tubule. The number N of particles is taken to be 180 for most of the calculations. Then the tubule length l ranges from 120 Å for the diameter d of the ͑16, 0͒ SWCN to 360 Å for d of the ͑12, 0͒ SWCN. It is confirmed that larger systems ͑N = 270, 360͒ exhibit essentially the same phase behavior at arbitrary chosen conditions. The first crucial step in the present study is to identify, within a prescribed range of d, all the possible chiral and achiral phases of the confined particles. In this step a conjecture on close-packed structures in cylindrical geometry is presented and stability and structural properties of the proposed structures at 0 K are examined by the inherentstructure calculation. 10 Whether or not these structures are formed spontaneously from liquidlike structures are checked by molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulation. The second step, and our main goal, is to construct phase diagrams allowing us to predict the phase behavior in the pressure-temperaturediameter space. The phase diagram in the pressure-diameter plane at 0 K is accurately given by the inherent-structure calculations while a phase diagram in the temperaturediameter plane is obtained from series of the MD simulations along isothermal-isobaric paths. In each calculation, we fix the tube diameter d, the pressure-tensor component P A parallel to the axis of tubule, and temperature T ͑in the inherentstructure calculation T =0 K͒. The isobaric-isothermal ensemble is achieved by Nosé-Andersen's method 11 with modification to control P A instead of bulk pressure. The equilibration at each state point is assured by no steady drift in thermodynamic properties and by reproducibility of these properties in independent calculations. Thermodynamic states we examine here cover the following ranges of the three variables: 0.1 MPaഛ P A ഛ 1 GPa; 0 K ഛ T ഛ 120 K; and d Ͻ 13.5 Å. The diameter range includes diameters of the "zigzag" ͑n ,0͒ SWCNs with n ഛ 17. For comparisons with other analogous systems ͑such as the hard spheres in a hard cylinder and C 60 in the nanotube͒, it is convenient to express the diameter in terms of an effective dimensionless form: D = ͑d − C ͒ / , where and C are the LJ size parameters for argon and carbon. The diameter range is then D ഛ 2.97. The simulation time at each state is typically 200 ns and if necessary extended to 1 s.
It is known that hard spheres closely packed in a cylindrical cavity take six distinct phases in a range of 1 ഛ D ഛ 1+2/ ͱ 3 ϳ 2.15 ͑here D is the hard-cylinder diameter in units of the hard-sphere diameter͒ and, although the packing fraction itself is continuous, its derivative with respect to D is discontinuous at analytically given phase boundaries. 3 Now we wish to examine the corresponding phase behavior for LJ particles ͑soft spheres͒ confined in a cylindrical tube. But first of all we must ask: Do we know all the possible close-packed phases with respect to a certain range of D? As the recent studies on C 60 showed, 4-6 our preliminary MD simulations indicate that the closely packed soft spheres take various distinct structures, including those found for hard spheres, at discrete values of the tube diameter. Furthermore, unrolling any of these structures to a plane gives rise to a configuration very close to the regular triangular lattice-the close-packed configuration of spheres in two dimensions. 4 One can then anticipate reversely: A set of distinct ways of folding the triangular lattice into a quasi-one-dimensional ͑Q1D͒ structure is in one-to-one correspondence with a set of possible close-packed phases in a tube of D ഛ D c where D c is an upper limit of the diameter. We show below that this conjecture is supported for D c Ӎ 3. Each way of folding is specified by ͑n , m͒, a vector connecting two equivalent sites in the triangular lattice, in the same way as is done for the carbon nanotube. 8 Any ͑n , m͒ structure is achiral if n = m or m = 0 and is chiral otherwise, again as it is so for the carbon nanotube. Furthermore, a chiral structure ͑n Ͼ m Ͼ 0͒ is described by a single helix if m = 1 and double helices if m =2. Table I lists the ten thinnest folded structures. Exact positions of particles in each folded structure are determined. In cases of chiral structures, the position of the ith particle in a helix is described by cylindrical coordinates ͑r , i⌬ , i⌬z͒, where the second and third components are to be shifted by certain amounts for the other helices in a folded structure. 3 Folded structures can be counted up further but the empty space along the axis grows with r and eventually becomes large enough to accommodate additional spheres, that is, they cannot be close-packed structures. In fact we will see that the ͑5, 0͒ structure is more stable when its voids along the axis is closely packed with spheres than when it is empty.
The inherent-structure analysis below shows that the ten folded structures are indeed possible phases which we shall refer to as I, II,¼,X. First, one prepares configurations of folded structures in the tube and performs the steepestdescent calculation to map the initial structures to inherent structures at fixed P A and diameter d. Then one finds that the inherent structures are essentially identical to the ideally folded structures if d is fixed to an appropriate value for each folded structure. Second, one successively performs the steepest-descent calculations by changing the tube diameter 0.01 or 0.02 Å. Then one finds a finite range of d for each inherent structure within which the positions of atoms vary smoothly with d while keeping its basic structure characterized by the roll-up vector. A quantity U + P A V, where U is the potential energy and V is the volume of the system, of each inherent structure under constant P A , when plotted against d, is a smooth curve in each range of d and two curves in neighboring ranges of d intersect in one point ͓see Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . This indicates each curve corresponds to one phase and the point of intersection is the phase boundary between two FIG. 1. ͑Color͒ Roll-up vectors ͑2, 0͒, ͑2, 1͒, and ͑3, 0͒ on triangular lattices and photographs of the resulting folded structures ͑side view͒. Computer graphics ͑top view͒ show the structures of "argon" in nanotubes obtained by simulation. Transformation from a triangular lattice sheet to each 3d structure can be done in the same manner as origami, the Japanese art of folding paper: Fold the sheet ͑without bending each side of triangles͒ matching any two vertices corresponding to the head and tail of the roll-up vector.
phases at given P A . 12 Note here that the tenth phase X is the filled ͑5, 0͒ structure which has additional spheres packed inside voids of the original ͑5, 0͒ structure; this is because the free energy U + P A V at 0 K of the filled structure is lower than that of the original one ͑and as we will see the former is spontaneously formed at finite temperatures in MD simulations͒. Also note that there is a change of concavity of the free-energy curve of phase I ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒; but in this case it is not the violation of thermodynamic stability conditions. In this way, one finds nine points of d that divides ten phases at fixed P A and, after doing the same calculations as changing P A , one obtains nine curves in the P A -d plane at T =0. In Table I are listed the nine diameters of the phase boundaries at 1 MPa. In Fig. 2͑b͒ is shown the phase diagram in the P A -d plane including the nine phase boundaries. The slope ͑‫ץ‬P A / ‫ץ‬d͒ T of each phase boundary is negative and it gets steeper as P A increases. The phase diagram indicates that two or three phase transitions occurs as P A is increased up to 1 GPa. At d = 10.3 Å, for instance, structural transformations take place from the ͑2, 0͒ achiral form ͑phase II͒ to the ͑2, 1͒ chiral structure ͑phase III͒ at 20 MPa, and then to the ͑3, 0͒ achiral structure ͑phase IV͒ at 650 MPa. Structure of each phase is unambiguously characterized by the roll-up vector ͑m , n͒. Phase I is, however, an exception: Within its range of d the structure changes from a linear chain to a zigzag planner to a single helix as observed in the hard-sphere system. 3 The first form is just a limiting case of the second, but the third has different chirality. However, the change occurs smoothly and all the thermodynamic properties are continuous in its range of d. The roll-up vector ͑1, 1͒ is assigned to phase I since it characterizes the zigzag planner form.
The MD simulations starting from random configurations of the particles in the tube demonstrate formation of the ordered configurations as conjectured. Fluid states equilibrated at high T and low P A are transformed, either in low-T or high-P A conditions, to solid states whose structures are identical to the first ten folded structures at diameters in the respective ranges shown in Table I and Fig. 2͑a͒ . The tenth solid phase has indeed the filled ͑5,0͒ structure. ͑If d is increased further one finds phases XI, XII,¼ of multilayer structures, inner structure of which develops with d just like the single-layer close-packed structure does.͒ We thus conclude that a set of the first ten ways of folding the triangular lattice is in one-to-one correspondence with a set of first ten close-packed phases of the cylindrically confined spherical particles.
One-dimensional systems at finite temperature may exhibit unusual phase behavior that a disordered state is continuously transformed to an ordered state. 13 The present system is not an exception: The MD simulations show, for example, that at the diameter of the ͑13, 0͒ carbon nanotube a liquidlike state is gradually transformed to the chiral ͑2, 1͒ solid in a range of T under 200 MPa, but this does not mean that the tube diameter is too narrow to make abrupt freezing possible. In fact, as we will see in a moment, freezing behavior ͑sharpness of freezing͒ of the cylindrically confined particles is so sensitive to the diameter d that it changes qualitatively if d is varied by 0.5 Å. 2 . ͑a͒ Free-energy curves U + P A V for first five phases at 0 K and P A = 200 MPa and ͑b͒ the phase diagram in the P A -d plane at 0 K. The abscissa d is the tube diameter and the ordinate P A is the axial pressure. In ͑a͒ first five curves and four intersections are shown to illustrate how the phase boundaries are determined at 0 K; in ͑b͒ the diagram includes first ten thinnest close-packed phases, each corresponding to a folded structure given in Table I . then it exhibits at most a single abrupt change and is more likely to undergo gradual phase change. This is because the sum of the ranges where the phase boundaries exist is 30% of the whole d range ͑from 9.5 to 13.5 Å͒.
The MD simulations of a model system for argon in SWCNs show that the system exhibits abrupt and gradual phase changes below and above some temperature T c . Simulations of water in the SWCNs also showed that phase change involving ordered ice nanotubes can be either discontinuous or continuous. 13, 14 On the other hand, exactly solvable microscopic models 15, 16 and phenomenological arguments 17 support that systems in less-than-two dimensions exhibit no phase transitions. Aside from rigorous discussions, it is anticipated that the real system too exhibits the same two types of phase behavior as found here, one of them would be observed as a first-order phase transition within experimental accuracy. The solid structures, the phase boundaries, and the phase behavior reported here are expected to be robust for other analogous systems such as C 60 , liquid metals, and other spherical particles confined in carbon nanotubes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and colloidal particles in cylindrical pores.
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